INSTRUCTIONS/GUIDELINES FOR VIDEO

The purpose of the video is to assess each individual’s SIGNING SKILLS.

The videotape should:

- Be recorded on VHS or VHS-C preferred, but DVDs will be accepted
- be 3-5 minutes in length
- demonstrate signing skills, NOT interpreting skills

- target language for signing sample can be either PSE or ASL
- no poems
- no songs
- no children's stories
- no dialogues
- no interpretations

- include demonstration of
  - finger-spelling skills
  - spatial placement (can include classifiers)
  - non-manual markers
  - appropriate grammatical structure for selected target language (e.g., PSE or ASL)

At the beginning of the tape and on the label of the tape:

Give your name
and
indicate your target language
(PSE or ASL)

Questions? Please call or contact:

Dr. Carl Amos
Phone: 434.797-8479 (v/t)
Fax: 434.797.8449
Email: camos@dcc.vccs.edu.